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January 14th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting CANCELLED 

Contest: {to be determined} Program:  

February 11th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Railroad structure Program: Arduinos 

March 11th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Rolling stock Program: Southern Pacific’s Daylight 

April 8th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: “Bent Screwdriver” Program: {to be determined} 

 (Unusual April Fools items) 

May 13th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Steam Program: {to be determined} 

June 10th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Diesel Program: {to be determined} 

July 8th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Photos RR Program: {to be determined} 

August 12th, 2022 (Friday) 

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: Dioramas Program: {to be determined} 

September 9th, 2022 (Friday)  

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: {to be determined} Program: {to be determined} 

October 14th, 2022 (Friday)  

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: {to be determined} Program: {to be determined} 

November 11th, 2022 (Friday)  

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting 

Contest: {to be determined} Program: {to be determined} 

December 9th, 2022 (Friday)  

NMRA-PPD monthly meeting. 

Program: Xmas Party 
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The Milepost, Volume 42, Number 5, May 2022, is published monthly, as an electronic 
document (Adobe PDF file), by, and under the authority of, the Pikes Peak Division (Rocky 

Mountain Region), of the National Model Railroad Association. Our meetings are usually 
held on the second Friday of each month at the Sand Creek Police Station, 950 Academy 
Park Loop (northeast of the intersection of Fountain and Academy), in Colorado Springs, 

Colorado, at 7:00 PM. Please come to one of our meetings. We would love to meet you. All 
scales are welcome. Besides our monthly meeting, we have swap meets, train shows, and other model railroads (and 

railroad) activities. All content in this journal is copyrighted to its respective owner unless otherwise noted. Please do not 
use content from this newsletter in other publications, newspapers, magazines, books, websites, etcetera, without explicit 
case-by-case permission. The editor of The Milepost is Mr. David Bristow. He can be contacted at the e-mail address of: 

dave@bristow-family.org Thank you. 
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Next Meeting on Friday, May 13 
Our meeting will be held at: The Sand Creek Police Station, 950 Academy Park Loop (northeast of 
the intersection of Fountain and Academy), in Colorado Springs, Colorado 

Be sure to check out the Rocky Mountain NMRA Callboard: https://www.rmr-
nmra.org/callboard.htm 

Just a quick reminder the 2022 Rocky Mountain Region Convention will be held in conjunction with 
Cheyenne Railroad Heritage Days which is hosted by the Sherman Hill Model Railroad Club Train 
Show in Cheyenne, Wyoming 13-15 May 2022. The updated schedule can be seen on page 24, 
registration forms and other information can be found in last month’s Milepost. 

Editor’s Thoughts 
Recently our superintendent emailed a number of us a requesting we purchase some gift card.. well 
it was rather an obvious scammer who was attempting to mimic Wade. The from address was not 
Wade’s and I doubted that Wade would make such a request. In a glib response to how Wade could 
avoid the problem in the future I suggested that he could disconnect from the internet. Of course, 
you could, but when I stopped and thought about how heavily we all use the internet to accomplish 
research on any number of modeling and railroading topics or trying to find products or watching 
how to videos modeling would be much more difficult and nowhere near as interesting. A case in 
point was related to my lumber carrier rolling stock project. As I had mentioned in the past, I wanted 
shorter cars than Walthers offers so I researched and found BNSF has 60-foot cars. Examining the 
underside of the Walthers car revealed a few brake components simply stuck to the frame. So back 
to the internet to find what how braking systems work. The saga went on and I eventually decided I 
need to acquire some phosphorus bronze wire; it is small enough to be realistic and springy enough 
to remain straight. All of this I did from my computer connected to the internet in less than half an 
hour. I doubt I’d be able to easily accomplish this very easily any other way.  

Some simple steps one can accomplish to try and keep ahead of scammers. 

• Keep your operating system and applications up to date 

• Use passwords that are complex and not the same for internet accessed accounts 

• Pay close attention to emails that offer something to good to be true, sound fishy, ask for assistance 
by sending gift cards, pretend to come from someone you know but sound unlike that person. 

• Use anti-virus software. 

Jack Sousa sent video about an individual purchasing a pizza, quite funny and somewhat scary and 
quite funny because while all the interactions are possible, they are in my opinion legal due to 
privacy laws. But it is easy to see the sort of market analysis that Amazon and other internet 
companies can and do apply to our browser searches for product. The other day my son picked up 
one of my grandson’s toy cars, a Ford GT, which lead to a quick discussion about the 2019 movie 
“Ford v Ferrari”. The very next day his Android phone brought up a news article about a recent crash 
where a Ford GT was either totaled or extensively damaged as the driver hit a tree. A coincidence? 
Or big brother listening? 

Conductor’s Corner 

As my grandson is graduating from CSU this weekend, Mark has agreed to run the meeting for May. 
He will probably do a better job than I do - but I don't need to hear it. I don't know the topic yet of the 
program. Prepare to be entertained. 

Last month Charlotte took a survey of what our membership would like to do this year as a division 
sponsored out of town trip. The Colorado Railroad Museum in Greeley got the most votes, followed 
by the train rides at the (1) Royal Gorge and then by (2) Leadville - with three members who didn't 
think we should be spending division earned funds for a division sponsored trip! Maybe we should 
just keep the money and earn another three more cents interest again the month we decide to take 
the trip? More information coming (and discussion) later this summer. 

https://www.rmr-nmra.org/callboard.htm
https://www.rmr-nmra.org/callboard.htm
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Current layout tour dates & times per host: Address will be given out at the July 8th meeting 

• Ken Rambo: Sun. 7/10 - 12 - 4 P.M. 

• Mike Wilson: Sun. 7/10 - 12 - 4 P.M. 

• Bob Bandy: Sat. 7/16 - 12 - 4 PM. 

• Jeff Cahill: Sat. 7/16 - 12 - 4 PM. 

• Bob Foltz: Sat. 7/23 - 12 - 4 PM. 

We will plan on having an auction of our personal RR items at the August picnic. Proceeds to go 
back to the division. 

Wade Mountz - Superintendent  

Thomas Milam 
July 29, 1956 - December 21, 2021 

Colorado Springs, Colorado - Thomas F Milam Jr, 65, continued his 
journey on Dec 21st, 2021. Thomas was raised in Modesto Ca. and the 
last 2 years resided in Calhan Colorado. Tom first love was his 62' 
Chevy pickup. Being a first member of the Modesto Area Truckers, 
Tom showed and won awards with his truck. 

Tom was a member of the National Railroad Association and spent 
over 40 years on modeling, attending events, selling, and buying trains. 
Most recently he was helping his son, with his Live Steam railroad. One 
of his highlights was getting to run a 70 Ton Steam Locomotive and a 
Diesel. Tom also volunteered with the Sierra Railroad in Jamestown 
CA. 

Tom worked for Autozone for 40 years in various locations in Modesto 
before transferring to Colorado. During his time at Autozone Thomas 

mentored numerous autozoners. 

Tom will be missed by his Wife of 43 years, Pam of Calhan Colorado, Daughter Charity of Los 
Angeles, California, Son and Daughter-in-law Seth and Allison of Calhan, Colorado, dogs Sophie and 
Hudson, and many more friends and family. 

If you knew Tom, he was gruff on the outside but was a real softie. 

Drawing Prizes Preview 
By Tony Pawlicki 

A “teaser” preview of some of the prizes that will be available (weather permitting) at the drawing 
during intermission at the May 2022 Pikes Peak Division NMRA meeting. The idea is to entice more 
members to our meetings. (If we get snowed out again, in May yet (still, possible given Springtime in 
the Rockies), I promise to be grumpy.) 

Some of What Will Be on Offer at The May Meeting: 

DOW Chemical 40’ tank car DOWX 38370. An Athearn HO scale “Blue Box” model. One of our new 
member Mr. Lugg’s donations. It came with some serious goodies. I added some more goodies. 

Features: 

• As purchased: 

• Weathered sprung metal trucks with metal wheels 

• Kadee #5 couplers 

• Added goodies: 

• Aligned and super-glued platform railings (a weak point in the factory model – the friction fits 
(stanchion-to-railing, railing-to-platform) rarely hold up, especially in TECO train show service) 
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• Fine-tuned coupler height (needed due to trucks differing from factory trucks and wheelsets) 

• TECO-toughened coupler pockets with 1-72 brass machine screws for pivots to retain coupler box 
covers 

• Added cut levers and associated brackets 

• NO modern era features (such as AEI transponders, Consolidated Stencils, ACI placards) 

 

[Combines drawing prize description and super detailing research, like last month’s ATSF wide-vision 

caboose.] 

SP Cupola-style Caboose 1060. “Blue Box” Athearn HO scale model, Mike Wilson donation. Led to tricky Web 

research. As-received model is marked “RADIO EQUIPPED” with stylized lightning bolt. Research shows this 

class (SP 1050-1234, built by SP in early 1940s) of cupola cabooses never had radio-equipped members 

(none of very many prototype photos of in-service members), though 3 preserved/restored members have 

the radio-equipped mark, presumably because of ignorance or the notion that it looked “cute” or for use on 

a tourist railroad. A remark on the rrpicturearchives.net Web site’s photo of SP 1052 states, “On a system full 

of bay window cabooses, the SP kept a number of older, cupola types for local duties.”  SP 1052 was marked 

(immediately below road number) for the Fort Bliss local. 

• As received: 

• Nice paint job. 

• Kadee #5 couplers 

• Weathered caboose trucks (use leaf springs rather than the coil springs of freight car trucks) 

• Beneath road number, marked “RADIO EQUIPPED” with a stylized lightning bolt 

• Cast-on side railings with circular curvature 

• Plastic wheels 

• Oversized toolbox 

• Added goodies: 

• Removed “RADIO EQUIPPED” marks 

• Replaced wheelsets with weathered Kadee 33-inch wheelsets 

• TECO-toughened coupler pockets with 1-72 brass machine screws for pivots to retain coupler box 
covers 

• Fine-tuned coupler height (needed after wheelset replacement, due to variable fit of conical axle 
points in conical truck sockets) 

• Added braces under roof walk overhangs (formed bronze wire) 

• Moved end railings from outside of brake stands to straddling, to match prototype 

• Added upper end safety railings (vertical at left, horizontal at chest height) 
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• Replaced cast-on side grab irons with formed bronze wire with prototype curvature (does not 
curve away from end steps so quickly) 

• Added cupola-top corner grab irons 

• Hollowed out smoke jack horizontal member 

• Added cupola-top twin marker lights (“frog eyes”) 

• Reduced toolbox to smaller prototype size, added formed wire handle 

• Added cut levers (formed bronze wire) and associated brackets (styrene) 

• NO modern era features (such as AEI transponders, Consolidated Stencils, ACI placards, U1 wheel 
stickers, removed roof walk, plated-over windows), though at least one instance has ACI, 
Consolidated Stencil and U1 wheel sticker; these details are very much specific to both era and 
individual unit 

• Do you want EVERYTHING done for you? 

• What more could be done (easily)? 

• Fade and/or weather to suit your taste 

• Relocate road number to below cupola 

• Add marker jewels to cupola-top marker light assembly (road-specific; for SP, originally green 
to front, red to rear, later all red, per www.trainorders.com/discussion/read.php?1,1056417) 

• Add marking for local service below road number (such as “LOCAL” or “LOCAL USE ONLY” or 
the name of a specific regularly scheduled local job, as in the “FT BLISS” example photo) 

• Add any modern era features appropriate to your era 

• What more could be done (really hard (fanatics only need apply))? 

• Match right side window count (4, not 5) and placement 

• Add end window on left side of each end 
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D&RGW 68337, HO scale, Bachmann Silver Series 40’ single-sliding-door boxcar. Gift of Wade 
Mountz. 

• As received: 

• Assembled 

• Kadee #5 couplers 

• Metal wheelsets 

• Added goodies: 

• Weathered trucks and wheelsets 

• Cut levers and associated brackets 

• NO modern era features (such as AEI transponders, Consolidated Stencils, ACI plates, removed roof 
walk) 

 

DL&W 51969 boxcar, HO scale, Athearn “blue box” model. Gift of Wade Mountz. 

• As received: 

• Assembled 

• Rust-painted metal underfloor weight 

• Added metal interior floor weight 

• Kadee #5 couplers 

• Weathered sprung Kadee friction bearing trucks 

• Metal wheelsets 

• Added goodies: 

• Weathered wheelsets 

• Cut levers and associated brackets 

• NO modern era features (such as AEI transponders, Consolidated Stencils, ACI plates, removed roof 
walk) 
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March Wavy Rails 
By Joe Costa 

 

Cultura Castaneda Video Link 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pvPjUzTses 

This complements the video and article in the April column.  

Operation Lifesaver Diorama “Competition” 
While a picture may be worth a thousand words, we believe that a diorama showing miniature 
people doing stupid and dangerous things around railroad tracks, is an engaging way of conveying 
our message. It may not really be a “contest” but we are definitely in the “competition.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pvPjUzTses
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The diorama hinges in the middle creating a 24”X24”x8” box for transport which snaps shut. The 
“yard” on the left has removable cars (most of which have Operation Lifesaver logos). We also have 
an Operation Lifesaver loco. On the right we have a no-fishing bridge and a train-only tunnel. 
Naturally, the miniature people will be on scene doing everything you are not supposed to do on or 
near tracks and ignoring any and all safety signs. 

We are not trying to compete with the volunteers in Iowa and their layout: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CH1D8IxTcXY 

This is us: 

Track Tragedies from an Engineer’s Perspective 
As devasting as fatal encounters on the track can be to those killed and injured and their families, 
these take a toll on the train crews who do everything they can to avoid the tragedies and have to 
live with the memories. 

https://youtu.be/cDQcGdqoATU 

Mother of All Steam Engines with No Rails 
This CASE 150 coal burner has an engineer and fireman, makes all the right sounds but uses no 
rails. 

How large is the world’s largest steam traction engine? The 150 Case is 25 feet long, 14 feet wide, 
and 14 feet high. It weighs a massive 75,000 lbs. (34,000 Kgs) loaded and has a 58-inch-long 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CH1D8IxTcXY
https://youtu.be/cDQcGdqoATU
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firebox. Built originally in 1905 and recreated in 2015 by Cory Anderson. 150case.com is the 
website. 

The Big Boy, by comparison, is 10 times heavier and five times longer fire box. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xU_fshxE3Gk 

Ash Fork Museum (Escalante Historical Update) 
In Richard Melzer’s book, Fred Harvey Houses of the Southwest, there are a couple pages on the 
Escalante. 

 

Like many large Harvey Houses, the elegant Escalante included not only a lunchroom, a dining room 
and a hotel, but also a newsstand, a curio shop (featuring Native American arts and crafts), and a 
barber shop. The grounds were well landscaped with fountains, flowers, and extensive cactus 
garden on the hotel’s east side. Despite its interior and exterior beauty, the Escalante was the scene 
of domestic turmoil soon after it opened in 1905. According to historian Marshall Trimble, a 
distraught woman brandished a revolver and chased her husband through the hotel for over an hour 
before a local deputy disarmed her “in as gentlemanly way as possible.” (Courtesy of L. A. Reed) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xU_fshxE3Gk
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Scanning photos in a book versus taking a cellphone picture --- the difference really surprised me. 
Now, I knew that I would getting distortion scanning a book but what really surprised me was how 
much better the resolution was with the phone versus the flatbed scanner. 

I use free perspective correction software which always helps plus I used paint to make the pictures 
more rectangular. 

Canada relaxes border rules, but not enough for the 

White Pass and Yukon Route Railroad 

April 11, 2022 by Mike Swasey, KHNS - Haines 

 
A White Pass and Yukon Route Railroad train in Skagway in 2017 

(Photo by Emily Files/KHNS) 

An easing of restrictions at the border between Skagway and Yukon Territory will make it possible 
for tour companies to run cross-border excursions this summer. That’s good news for many 
Skagway tour operators that take cruise ship passengers into Canada. 

https://www.ktoo.org/author/khns/
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But Skagway’s largest tour outfit, the White Pass and Yukon Route Railroad, says its trains won’t 
cross the border despite relaxed testing rules and faster processing times. On April 5, the railway 
notified its partners that it wouldn’t be operating in Canada this season. 

White Pass executive Tyler Rose says there were several reasons why. 

“We just couldn’t find a workable solution to it,” he said. “It was logistics, some restrictions. The 
uncertainty around wait-times — it just wasn’t possible for us to provide the consistent, high-quality 
service without delays. And we thought it would create a significant disruption to the passenger 
experience.” 

Kristin and I and our travelling partners are booked on this excursion, but it looks like we may be 
stopping a little short of the border this August. We get on the NCL Jewell in August in Vancouver, 
BC, so we will be good with Canada. When you’re a cruiser, you learn to go with the flow and ride 
with the tide. 

“Commercial” for America’s Railroads 

 

The Freight Rail Network 
Running on almost 140,000 route miles, the U.S. freight rail network is widely considered the largest, 
safest, and most cost-efficient freight system in the world. The nearly $80-billion freight rail industry 
is operated by seven Class I railroads (railroads with operating revenues of $490 million or more) 
and 22 regional and 584 local/short line railroads. It provides more than 167,000 jobs across the 
United States and offers ancillary benefits that other modes of transportation cannot, including 
reductions in road congestion, highway fatalities, fuel consumption, greenhouse gases, cost of 
logistics, and public infrastructure maintenance costs. 

Unlike roadways, U.S. freight railroads are owned by private organizations who are responsible for 
their own maintenance and improvement projects. Compared with other major modes of 
transportation, railroad owners invest one of the highest percentages of revenues (19 percent) to 
maintain and add capacity to their system, spending nearly $25 billion annually. 

Union Pacific Donating a Portion of its Heritage Fleet 
We're pleased to announce that we have donated a small portion of our heritage fleet to the non-
profit Railroading Heritage of Midwest America  

https://rrhma.com/ 

The donation allows Union Pacific to focus on our remaining fleet, which includes the world's 
largest steam locomotive, the Big Boy UP 4014, and the fastest, the Living Legend UP 844. 

The donation includes the following equipment from Union Pacific's Steam Shop in Cheyenne, 
Wyoming: 

• 4-6-6-4 Challenger UP 3985    <https://www.up.com/heritage/steam/3985/index.htm> 

• Class TTT 2-10-2 UP 5511 

• The Centennial UP 6936 

https://www.up.com/heritage/fleet/centennial/index.htm 

• E9B passenger locomotive shell 

• Four 1950s coach cars 

• Diner-Lounge car 

https://rrhma.com/
https://www.up.com/heritage/fleet/centennial/index.htm
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• Baggage car 

• Caboose 

• Two business cars: the Selma, previously Western Pacific's Feather River, and the Stanford, originally 
the 1928 Southern Pacific Sunset 

On May 2, Google Honored “The Real McCoy” 

 

Elijah McCoy was born in 1844 in Colchester, Ontario, to George and Mildred Goins McCoy. At the 
time, they were fugitive slaves who had escaped from Kentucky to Ontario via helpers through the 
Underground Railroad.  George and Mildred arrived in Colchester Township, Essex County, in what 
was then called Upper Canada in 1837 via Detroit. Elijah McCoy had eleven siblings. Ten of the 
children were born in Ontario from Alfred (1836) to William (1859). 

Upper Canadian schools were segregated under the Common Schools Act as amended in 1850,[ 
and McCoy was educated in black schools of Colchester Township. At age 15, in 1859, Elijah McCoy 
was sent to Scotland. While there he was apprenticed and, after studying at the University of 
Edinburgh, certified as a mechanical engineer.  Based on 1860 Tax Assessment Rolls, land deeds of 
sale, and the 1870 USA Census it can be determined George McCoy's family moved to Ypsilanti, 
Michigan in the United States in 1859–60; by the time Elijah returned, his family had established 
themselves on the farm of John and Maryann Starkweather in Ypsilanti. George used his skills as a 
tobacconist to establish a tobacco and cigar business. 

Career 
When Elijah McCoy arrived in Michigan, he could find work only as a fireman and oiler at the 
Michigan Central Railroad. In a home-based machine shop in Ypsilanti, McCoy also did more highly 
skilled work, such as developing improvements and inventions. He invented an automatic lubricator 
for oiling the steam engines of locomotives and ships, patenting it in 1872 as "Improvement in 
Lubricators for Steam-Engines" (U.S. Patent 129,843). 

Similar automatic oilers had been patented by him previously; one is the displacement lubricator, 
which had already attained widespread use and whose technological descendants continued to be 
widely used into the 20th century. Lubricators were a boon for railroads, as they enabled trains to 
run faster and more profitably with less need to stop for lubrication and maintenance.  By 1899, the 
Michigan Bureau of Labor and Industrial Statistics reported that the McCoy lubricator was in use on 
almost all North American railroads. 

Regarding the phrase "The real McCoy" 
This popular expression, typically meaning the real thing, has been attributed to Elijah McCoy's oil-
drip cup invention. One theory is that railroad engineers looking to avoid inferior copies would 
request it by name, and inquire if a locomotive was fitted with "the real McCoy system". 

Standard Gauge 
By Frank Adams1 

Track gauge is the distance between the inside vertical surfaces of the head of the rail, wheel gauge 
is slightly less. 

 
1 Frank Adams The History and Railroads of North Pocono Published by: The Lackawanna and Wyoming Valley Chapter of the National 
Railway Historical Society, 2013 
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Track and Wheel Gauges2 

The Standard (or Stephenson) gauge of 4 feet, 8 1⁄2inches, defined today as 1,435mm, is the 
common gauge in Britain, North America, and most of Western Europe. There are many different 
theories about how this unusual number came to be.  

Perhaps the most popular theory traces the origin back to the ruts made by Roman chariot wheels 
in the streets of Pompeii. Julius Caesar is often credited with specifying the width of chariots based 
on a grooved roadway that guided carts across the Isthmus of Corinth in Greece. Recovered 
Neolithic (Stone Age) carts found in Europe had gauges ranging from 4ft. 3in. to 5ft. 9in. However, 
by the Bronze Age, several hundred years before Caesar, archeological evidence shows that wheel 
gauges were already pretty much standardized. Carts dated to that period vary only slightly between 
4ft. 7in. and 4ft. 9in.  

Ancient history aside, the answer most likely has more to do with the geometry of hauling wheeled 
vehicles behind draft animals. English railway historian Charles E. Lee observed that Standard 
Gauge probably represents the optimal size of a road vehicle relative to the indivisible size of a 
horse. Anything less would have underutilized the horse, anything greater would put excessive strain 
on the animal. A horse in harness requires a wheelbase of about 4ft. 8in. 

In England, George Stephenson first used 4ft. 8 in. for his 1825 Stockton & Darlington Railway. This 
was the gauge common to the horse-drawn wagon ways of the Northumberland and Durham 
coalfields as well as a mine tramway in the area below Newcastle called the Willington Way. It 
seemed to be a satisfactory choice, not too narrow and not too wide, so Stephenson continued 
using it when he constructed the first railway between major cities, the Liverpool and Manchester 
Railway (L&MR). 

Ten years later, Isambard Kingdom Brunel, Chief Engineer of the Great Western Railway (GWR) 
chose 7ft. 1⁄4in. (2,140mm) because he thought it would offer greater stability at the 50 to 60 mph 
speeds he envisioned. The GWR linked London with the southwest and west of England and Wales. 
Around the same time, the Eastern Counties Railway chose 5ft. (1,524mm), but soon realized that 
lack of compatibility would be a mistake and changed to Stephenson’s gauge. The conflict between 
Brunel and Stephenson, often referred to as the Gauge War, was settled in 1845 by a British Royal 
Commission. The following year Parliament passed the Gauge Act, which required that new railways 
in Great Britain use 4ft. 81⁄2in. and those in Ireland use 5ft. 3in. 

 
2 Author’s drawing based on John H. Armstrong, The Railroad What It Is, What It Does, Third Edition (Omaha, NE: Simmons-Boardman 
Books, Inc. 1990), page 30 
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In America at that time, the purpose of railroads was to connect bodies of water that could not be 
accomplished by a canal. Because there was no requirement for equipment interchange, there was 
no reason to expect gauge uniformity. Hence, by the time of the Civil War about two dozen different 
gauges were in use. Traffic stopped at the end of one railroad and passengers and freight were 
unloaded and transferred to the next. Some examples include: 

• 4 feet- 8 1⁄2 inches 

• Baltimore & Ohio  

• Boston & Albany  

• The Pennsylvania (actually used 4 feet, 9 inches which was compatible) 

• 5 feet- 0 inches 

• Southern railroads, in use from Norfolk and Richmond to Memphis and New Orleans 

• 5 feet- 6 inches 

• Canadian railways 

• 6 feet- 0 inches 

• Erie  

• Delaware, Lackawanna & Western 

The country was split in half, politically, culturally, economically and by railroad gauge. About half of 
the nation’s 31,000 miles of track was Standard Gauge and the other half 5-foot broad gauge. In 30 
years, the Civil War and westward expansion would standardize the country.  

In 1863, President Lincoln changed the proposed 5-foot gauge for the transcontinental Pacific 
Coast Railway to Standard Gauge. The selection favored the northern roads but with the southern 
states having seceded, there was no one left to complain. A single gauge would facilitate 
transporting Midwestern grain to northern cities. It also suited the military that required efficient 
east-west transportation. After the war, the remains of the southern railroads tried various means of 
interconnection with the North and West: cars with sliding wheelbases, hoists to lift cars from one 
wheelbase to another and most commonly, a third rail. Finally, in 1886, the southern railroads 
adopted the Standard Gauge. Over two days during the spring of 1886, they changed more than 
11,000 miles of track to match the northern standard.  

When the gauge is smaller than 4 ft- 8 1⁄2 in., it is referred to as narrow gauge. Narrow gauge and 
small equipment are common with industrial carriers serving mines, lumber operations and 
factories. It was popular in America between 1872 and 1885. In 1870, a Scottish engineer, Robert 
Fairlie, convinced mainly western roads that narrow gauges would substantially reduced their costs, 
especially in mountainous regions. With a smaller radius curve, obstacles, and their associated 
large construction costs (for bridges, fills and tunnels) could be avoided. While this was true, those 
tight turns and steep gradients also reduced train speed and length. Slower, smaller trains 
dramatically increased operating costs. In addition, because area-to-volume ratios become more 
favorable as size increases, smaller equipment is intrinsically more expensive to operate. Most U.S. 
narrow-gauge track converted to Standard Gauge by 1900, although a 3-foot gauge network in 
southwestern Colorado survived for almost a century. Narrow gauge was also used extensively in 
India, Australia, and sub-Saharan Africa. 

Gauges wider than standard are called broad gauge. They are extensively used in Russia, India, 
Ireland, and Spain to prevent the easy transfer of rolling stock from neighboring countries for 
political and military reasons. Broad gauge is also commonly used at docks where it provides better 
stability for large cranes. 

In the days of steam, many argued that broad gauge was more efficient. It costs less to operate a 
larger boiler and on a broad-gauge steam locomotive, a larger boiler could be positioned lower for 
greater stability. Matthias Nace Forney of The Railroad Gazette, during his opposition to the narrow-
gauge movement in the 1870s, reported that most railroad engineers agreed, in general, that 4ft- 8 
1⁄2in. was slightly suboptimal and that something around 5 feet would be better. However, they also 
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said the slight benefits of changing would never justify the immense cost. Having a standard was 
more important than the actual dimension. 

While there is no doubt that modern engineering techniques could identify the optimal gauge, 
uniformity is still more important than the exact dimension. Although there are situations in which a 
wider gauge could be advantageous, it appears that for general service, considering all cost factors, 
the present standard is not that far from optimum. Today, 60 percent of the world’s railways use 
Standard Gauge. 

 

 

Notes from The Siding 
By John Emmot 

Well, it seems the siding is getting longer and if things keep going like they are, I may be writing 
notes from the scrap heap. Not getting any younger. Oh well. 

Remember the meetings are back at the Sand Creek police station. Attendance may be light this 
month because several of our members are going to the Sherman Hill Show and RMR NMRA 
convention in Cheyenne that weekend. This is also the meeting to bring any old PPD records that 
you want to be considered for historical retention. Tony has volunteered to review them for 
relevance and interest. I know that in the material Wade left with me that there is a copy of the very 
first Milepost ever written by Mel McFarland in October 1982. But it is only the first of many. History 
weighs heavy on us. I arrived in Colorado Springs the first time in 1977 (courtesy of the USAF). I 
knew I was a railroader and was glad to find out about ‘train meetings’ as my wife referred to them 
(still does). Some of my first experiences with the group were at Platte and Union. (there was a bank 
there before the Walgreens) As I remember, the Gordon Bassets and Wally Smiths weren’t all that 
glad to see a ‘new guy’, but I persisted. I already knew I was a Moffat Road nut from my time in 
Denver in 1970. After we returned in 1990, I stumbled onto a SlimRail show at Irving Middle School 
and as they say, ‘the rest is history’. Anyway, I’m still here. 

There are not many public rail events in Colorado Springs this summer. We couldn’t schedule a 
venue for a TECO before September; however, the Division is planning a picnic and layout tour this 
summer. Anyone who gets this newsletter is welcome to participate, even if you are not a regular at 
the meetings. Look for dates and places in the Milepost. Come get to know the bunch. Maybe you’ll 
want to come back. We’ll try to be more friendly than in the old days :>). If nothing else, it’s a place 
to brag about what you are doing. I know from the traffic at Roy’s Train Store that there are lots of 
model railroaders in Colorado Springs.  

For those in the PPD module group, Mike Maline is building a new 16-foot set of staging modules. 
Each main has a double ended siding for building trains without interrupting traffic flow. We look 
forward to seeing them in September.  

In addition to the September TECO in the Springs, the TECO organization is a partner with the 
Pueblo Model Railroad Association to have a show at the State Fair Grounds in Pueblo on October. 
We hope to further the long tradition of great rail events in the Steel City. If you know of vendors or 
mobile layouts that can go to Pueblo let them and us know.  

The Calhan project is progressing, albeit slowly. At the end of April, a crew from Sturgeon Electric replaced 

the two original telephone poles at the depot and this week the last of five switches removed from the area 
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of the Moffat shops in Denver were brought to Calhan. A road crossing signal from the Union Pacific also 

arrived on the property in April. Planning for the repair of the depot roof is also coming along. Anyone who 

would like to ‘play’ in the full-scale railroad arena is welcome. See the flyer at the end of this newsletter.

  

And on a more personal note, a couple of my ‘someday’ projects have gotten some attention. Even 
though it was after the Moffat railroad, the Yampa Valley mail still ran under the D&RGW. For part of 
the time they used the lovely yellow and silver ALCO PAs to pull a two or three car mail/passenger 
train. I recently acquired a nice Bachmann Spectrum PA to replace my old Athearn F-7(which also 
took a turn on the consist) and I got a green RPO for some variety in the yellow train. It still needs to 
be re-lettered for the Grande. I also have a new ‘what if SD-40-2-T’ that is going to carry D NW & P on 
the sides. As of now I have discovered that removing the Bachmann paint job is not easy. I’m 
working on it. They should be ready by September. 

I hope, on Friday, to see a bunch of folks who aren’t at another NMRA event ‘round the roundhouse. 
The contest is Steam. 

 

 

April 2022 Minutes 
Secretary, John Emmot 

The regular monthly meeting was called to order by Superintendent, Wade Mountz at 7:00 in the 
community room of the Sand Creek Police Station. It was good to return to a more central location 
which may have contributed to the increase attendance. There were 26 members, and three visitors 
present. John Wickham and his wife from the Pueblo Model Railroad Association and Chris Fox. 

The minutes of the March meeting were approved as published in the Milepost. 
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Treasurers Report 
Tony Pawlicki had provided an email update to the officers and a handout at the meeting on activity 
in the PPD bank account. The statement was accepted as submitted. Kristian presented a bill for 
$63.58 for 100 new Division flyers. Vote to accept the bill passed. 

Chairman Reports 
Wade began the meeting with a mention of the passing of Tom Malim. Tom had moved from 
California to Colorado not long ago. He had attended several PPD meetings and presented a 
program on some of his favorite California railroads. He will be missed as we go forward. 

Tony volunteered to look at the Division records and sort for duplicates. If anyone has hardcopy 
historical records of the Pikes Peak Division, bring them to the next meeting for Tony.  

Wade said he had not scheduled an extra PPD get-together in the daytime. He said he would try to 
plan one and see who shows up. Members may contact Kristin or Wade with input. If there is no 
interest, the idea will be dropped. 

Charlotte passed around a survey of potential destinations for a summer trip/event. 

Elizabeth Maline presented a recap of the planning for the Pueblo Rail Fair at the State Fair Grounds 
on October 15-16 and the TECO show at the Colorado Springs Event Center on September 17-18. 
She said Ed Dickens had volunteered to do a U.P. program for the TECO show. She reminded 
everyone of all the railroad events in Cheyenne, Wyoming between May 11-14. She also presented a 
survey for dates of the PPD picnic. It was voted and passed to have a Silent Auction in conjunction 
with the picnic. 

After much discussion about the summer layout tour, it was decided that a split schedule was best. 
The ‘northern’ layouts would be open on the afternoon of Saturday, July 16 and the ‘others’ would be 
open on Sunday July 10. Participants to be formalized and announced. 

There was no update on the Dinosaur Resource Center setup. 

Old business 
There was no old business. 

New Business 
There was no new business. 

Contest 
Bent Screwdriver: There were only two entries in the contest so no awards. 

Program 
There was no formal program presented. That left time for lots of extra attendee interaction. 

Meeting adjourned at 8:21. 
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Pikemasters Are Free-Mo’ing 

and Looking for New Members 
By Mike Maline 

 

As most of you are aware of, Pike Masters lost their home, and our permanent HO/HOn3 scale 
layout in the basement of the City Auditorium. Someone in the past saw that as one door closes, 
another opens. The opening door for us is PikeMasters are seriously considering making their next 
HO scale layout (with a possible HOn3 branch line) a Free-Mo layout. The first module is being built 
as a learning experience and the possibilities are very interesting.  

The objective of Free-mo is to provide a platform for prototype modeling in a flexible, 

modular environment. Free-mo modules not only provide track to operate realistic models, 

but also emphasize realistic, plausible scenery; realistic, reliable track work; and 

operations. Free-mo was designed to and continues to push the envelope of modular 

model railroading to new heights. It goes beyond the traditional closed-loop set-up in 

creating a truly universal “free-form” modular design that is operations oriented and 

heavily influenced by prototype railroading. 

For those who are not familiar with Free-Mo, there is no set layout design and can be totally 
different each time it is set up. It is operated on both sides of the module and both sides are 
available to the viewing public. “There is no place to hide within the layout”. There is a set of 
standards available which Pike Masters will follow with modifications. We are breaking new 
grounds in the Colorado HO world being the first club in the state to do this. The nearest HO Free-
Mo clubs are in Utah and Kansas. An experienced Free-Mo modeler who lives in Denver has been 
identified and we will contact him to try and learn from him. 

If you are interested in learning more about this Free-Mo and Pike Masters, please contact Jimmy 
Patterson, jimmyp42002@gmail.com, Mike Maline, mcmaline2@gmail.com, or James Hughes, 
jhughes1010@gmail.com. 

mailto:jimmyp42002@gmail.com
mailto:mcmaline2@gmail.com
mailto:jhughes1010@gmail.com
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Our goal is to find both another home where our Free-Mo layout can be available to operate trains 
and new members who are curious and interested in Free-Mo’ing. 

“N”GINEERS Superintendents’ Corner 
By Michael Peck 

     
Earl’s Birthday cake                               Rocky Mountain Train Show 

PPNG Superintendents Corner 
If we don’t get some showers there’ll be no May flowers! Looks like we’ll be in for another very dry 
year with high fire danger. Working in the yard will start for most of us so use sunscreen as us old 
geezers burn easily. 

We have two events this month in which some club members will be attending. Using the T-TRAK 
modules the club can attend several small events. If anyone hears of someone wanting a short-term 
train layout setup, please let me know so we can schedule it.  

The run sessions every Saturday are doing great. I’ll be ordering a few more keys for the 
membership and I’ll be writing up a set of shut down rules for the clubroom. More on this later. 

I’m looking for a volunteer to take over the Sales Manager position to replace Bob. Also looking for a 
few volunteers to be dispatchers for field trips, train ride, picnic/BBQ, and a clinic coordinator. 
Please let me know if you are interested.  

Sherman Hill Show 
This year will the clubs first attendance of the Sherman Hill Train Show. About 6 club members will 
be attending. We plan to setup the T-TRAK layout and have three sales tables, so we’ll be busy. 
Hopefully we’ll have time to view the yards while there. 

Calvary United Methodist Church Railroad Program 
Presented by Bob LaHair & John Grier, 4/18/2022 

Our church has a monthly program called PRIME TIME, this consists of a lunch and a program. John 
& I were asked, (railroaded), to give a presentation on trains. We agreed to do the presentation, so 
we brought some of our trains to display and a T-TRAK module. 

We developed a program to describe the model railroading hobby. We started with a T-TRAK 
module as an example of building a layout. We explained how modules were created and the skills 
necessary to do so. Many modelers will take photos of a scene they wish to recreate. The scene can 
then be laid out with buildings, vehicles, people, trees, water, roads, and other items required. The 
scene can be enhanced with the use of animation, lights, oil wells, wind turbines, etc. The 
electronics for the animation is all placed under the module so it is out of site. The modules can 
then be added to other modules to create a layout on which to operate at train shows, senior homes, 
and other places. 
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John covered the different scales of model trains using the trains we brought. John covered “Z” to 
“G” during the presentation. 

John then covered the decline of passenger service and the creation of Amtrak. He explained the 
during the 30’s and 40’s railroads faced competition from air travel and personal cars. The US 
Postal services then awarded the mail service to airlines and the railroads lost all that revenue. By 
1968 most railroads had dropped passenger services. 

We then covered the benefits of a model railroad club, we described the PPNG and the activities we 
enjoy. Our presentation was shared with “Operation Life Saver” presented by Joe Costa and Kristin 
Phillips. We had 30 people attend the presentation. Thank you, Bob and John, for the article. 

Rocky Mountain Train Show 
As a club we were not able to attend the Rocky Mountain Train Show this year, so maybe next year? 
Glenn and Debbie Hobbs attended and sent me the following photos. 

    
Boeing Fuselage                                                          Lego Trains 

     
House Fire                                Where’s the BEEF!! 

Always welcome photos for the Railhead, thank you Glenn and Debbie. 
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Diner Car Menu Item 
By Mike Maline 

This month we will explore what appears to have been a lunch time staple served in the Denver and 
Rio Grande Railway diner cars. If you indulge with this fine delicacy for the evening meal, be 
prepared for “the bed sheets be arisin’ tonight”. To reduce potency, try draining the water after the 
first boil, then add fresh water. Bon Apatite! 

Old Fashioned Navy Bean Soup, Rio Grand Style 
3 cups navy beans cold water to cover 4 Tbsp. flour 
2 medium onions, minced  4 quarts beef stock 
2 medium carrots, diced   3 large tomatoes, peeled and diced 
¼ cup bacon drippings   salt and pepper to taste 

In large saucepan or pot, cover beans generously with cold water and soak overnight. Bring beans 
and water in which they have been soaked to a boil, reduce heat, and continue cooking. Meanwhile, 
peel and chop tomatoes and heat through. In large, covered saucepan over medium heat, melt 
bacon drippings and braise onion and carrots until tender. Stirring constantly, add flour to absorb 
bacon drippings. Add beef stock and tomatoes and through. Combine the above ingredients with 
the simmering beans and cook until beans are tender. Serve very hot. Ham bone or bacon rind may 
be added for flavor. 

Before you Begin 
You’ll need: 2 large saucepans or pots 
Preparation time: 1 ½ hours (plus overnight to soak beans)    Yield:  30 servings 

Lighter Rail 
By Kristin Phillips 
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 2022 ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION CONVENTION SCHEDULE  

  Friday, May 13th   

  Sherman Hill Train Show - Archer Event Center    

  Times Room 1 Room 2   

  1:00 - 2:00 PM   Model Registration   

  2:00 - 3:00 PM   Model Registration   

       

  Best Western Plus Frontier Inn - Conference Center   

  Times Conference Room Contest Criterium   

  6:00 - 7:00 PM Mackay Hill Mine Tour - Bill Tulley Note: Contest Form 901   

  7:00 - 8:00 PM Clinic #2 due to Gary Myers by May 7   

  8:00 - 9:00 PM Weighing Cars & Scale Houses - Gary Myers garymyers06@comcast.net    

          
     

  Saturday, May 14th   

  Sherman Hill Train Show - Archer Event Center    

  Times Room 1 Room 2   

  9:00 - 10:00 AM   Model Registration   

  10:00 -11:00 AM Basics of Dead Rail - Lowell Didas Popular Voting   

  11:00 - Noon Mackay Hill Mine Tour - Bill Tulley Popular Voting   

  12:00 - 1:00 PM Track Design - Stewart Jones Popular Voting   

  1:00 - 2:00 PM CTC Demystified Part I - Doug Geiger NMRA Judging   

  2:00 - 3:00 PM CTC Demystified Part II - Doug Geiger NMRA Judging   

  3:00 - 4:00 PM 
San Francisco’s Embarcadero and the State Belt 
Railroad -Gerry Glancy NMRA Judging   

  4:00 - 5:00 PM   Model Pickup   

       

  Best Western Plus Frontier Inn - Conference Center   

  Times Conference Room    

  6:30 - 7:30 PM 
Abandoned Charcoal Kilns in the Frisco Mining 
District, Utah  - Bill Tulley 

   

  7:30 - 8:30 PM 
San Francisco’s Embarcadero and the State Belt 
Railroad -Gerry Glancy 

   

  8:30 - 9:30 PM Basics of Dead Rail - Lowell Didas    

          
     

  Sunday, May 15th   

  Sherman Hill Train Show - Archer Event Center    

  Times Room 1 Room 2   

  10:00 -11:00 AM   Model Pickup   

  11:00 - Noon 
Scenic Line Charcoal Kilns and 3D Printing - 
Grant Colley Awards - Model Pickup   

  12:00 - 1:00 PM 
Abandoned Mines in the Star Mining District, 
Utah - Bill Tulley 

Livestock & Meatpacking - Gary 
Myers 

  

  1:00 - 2:00 PM 
Combining Scratch-Building, Kit-Bashing, and 
Commercial Parts to Build a Boxcar - Denny 
Krausman 

A Weighing Cars & Scale Houses - 
Gary Myers 

  

  2:00 - 3:00 PM       

          

 

mailto:garymyers06@comcast.net
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We Sell-Buy-Trade Model Trains all Scales 
Be buy collections large & small 

New Address, New Expanded Store 

Chapel Hills Mall 
1710 Briargate Blvd Suite #0487 

Colorado Springs, CO 80920 
2nd Floor above Dick's - Follow the Signs 

Hours of Operation 
Mon-Fri 1-6pm Sat 1-5pm Sun 1-4pm 

 

Visit Roy’s Model Trains website 
http://roysmodeltrains.com/ 

Email: aviationhistory@comcast.net 
Phone: 719-728-0503 Leave a Message 

COME VISIT US SOON!! 
Watch for monthly Swap Meets 

 

http://roysmodeltrains.com/
mailto:aviationhistory@comcast.net?subject=Contact

